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A B S T R A C T

Thermal tetrachloroethene (PCE) remediation by steam injection in a sandy aquifer led to the release of dissolved organic carbon (DOC) from aquifer sediments resulting in more reduced redox conditions, accelerated PCE biodegradation, and changes in microbial populations. These changes were documented by comparing data collected prior to the remediation event and eight years later. Based on the premise that dual C-Cl isotope slopes reflect ongoing degradation pathways, the slopes associated with PCE and TCE suggest the predominance of biotic reductive dechlorination near the source area. PCE was the predominant chlorinated ethene near the source area prior to thermal treatment. After thermal treatment, DCE became predominant. The biotic contribution to these changes was supported by the presence of Dehalococcoides sp. DNA (Dhc) and Dhc targeted rRNA close to the source area. In contrast, dual C-Cl isotope analysis together with the almost absent VC$_{13}$C depletion in comparison to DC$_{13}$C depletion suggested that DCE was subject to abiotic degradation due to the presence of pyrite, possible surface-bound iron (II) or reduced iron sulphides in the downgradient part of the plume. This interpretation is supported by the relative lack of Dhc in the downgradient part of the plume. The results of this study show that thermal remediation can enhance the biodegradation of chlorinated ethenes, and that this effect can be traced to the mobilisation of DOC due to steam injection. This, in turn, results in more reduced redox conditions which favor active reductive dechlorination and/or may lead to a series of redox reactions which may consecutively trigger biotically induced abiotic degradation. Finally, this study illustrates the valuable complementary application of compound-specific isotopic analysis combined with molecular biology tools to evaluate which biogeochemical processes are taking place in an aquifer contaminated with chlorinated ethenes.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Management of sites contaminated with chlorinated ethenes is known to be challenging. Among the various developed remediation methods, thermal treatment by steam injection is particularly adapted for source treatment in subsurface sediments of relatively high permeability such as sandy aquifers (von Schnakenburg, 2013). This remediation strategy is known to release dissolved organic carbon (DOC) (Friis et al., 2005) the increase of which may trigger a chain of microbiologically-mediated redox processes. When natural attenuation has been observed prior to active source remediation, steam injection might thus influence the naturally occurring degradation.
Natural degradation of chlorinated ethenes might occur biotically due to the presence of adequate active microorganisms in specific redox conditions, as well as abiotically in the presence of reduced iron (Fe) minerals. Sequential biotic reductive dechlorination of the ubiquitous groundwater contaminant tetrachloroethene (PCE) consecutively yields trichloroethene (TCE), cis-dichloroethene (cDCE), vinyl chloride (VC) and eventually non-toxic ethene. This process takes place in strictly anaerobic systems (Wiedemeier et al., 1999; Bradley, 2000) and is the most commonly encountered naturally occurring biotic degradation of chlorinated ethenes. According to laboratory and field observations, PCE could undergo reductive dechlorination in virtually all anaerobic conditions while reductive TCE, cDCE and VC dechlorination would generally occur in more reduced conditions, such as iron-reducing for TCE and ideally sulfate-reducing to methanogenic for cDCE and VC (Vogel et al., 1987; Chapelle, 1996; Bradley, 2000; Tiehm and Schmidt, 2011). The presence of and competition for molecular hydrogen (H₂), a key electron donor, can also be a determining factor (Ballapragada et al., 1997). Depending on its mineralogy, the presence of iron may also induce competitive inhibition of chlorinated ethene biotic reductive dechlorination (Paul et al., 2013). The occurrence of reductive dechlorination further depends on the presence and activity of specific dechlorinating microorganisms. Members from various bacterial genera such as Sulfurospirillum, Dehalobacter, Desulfitotubacterium, Desulfuromonas or Geobacter have been reported to catalyze some steps of chlorinated ethene reductive dechlorination. However, while some enrichment cultures and consortia are able to dechlorinate to ethene (Flynn et al., 2000; Aulenta et al., 2002; Duhamel et al., 2002; Hoelen and Reinhard, 2004), to date, the only organisms which have been reported to catalyze complete reductive dechlorination to ethene are some species of the genus Dehalococcoides (Dhc) (Löffler et al., 2013). cDCE is hence often found to accumulate in the subsurface. Microbial oxidation might also take place, particularly in the case of cDCE and VC (Hartmans et al., 1985; Bradley and Chapelle, 1998, Bradley and Chapelle, 2000). Despite their presence in the subsurface, microorganisms may display a low activity, are sometimes inactive or are even dormant (Meckenstock et al., 2015), which may additionally hinder reductive dechlorination. Abiotic reductive dechlorination can also take place naturally, provided that the adequate minerals and geochemical conditions are present. Iron sulphides such as mackinawite (Fe₆S₈) or pyrite (Fe₆S₈), iron oxides such as magnetite (Fe₃O₄), and iron hydroxides such as green rusts, which are corrosion products of iron or steel ((Fe₆₋ₓOₓ)(OH)₂)ₓ⁺⁺(Aₓ₋₁₂OH)ₓ⁻⁻ where A is an anion, typically SO₄²⁻ or Cl⁻), have been reported to catalyze abiotic reductive dechlorination yielding less chlorinated compounds and other non-toxic compounds such as acetylene in various proportions (Tobiszewski and Namięśnik, 2012). Pyrite is known to reduce all chlorinated ethenes (Lee and Batchelor, 2002a) while mackinawite was shown to reduce PCE and TCE, but was non-reactive with cDCE (Butler and Hayes, 1999, Jeong et al., 2011). Surface-bound Fe(II) is also known to catalyze abiotic degradation of reducible contaminants (Elsner et al., 2004; McCormick and Adriaens, 2004, Han et al., 2012). Furthermore, the activity of various bacteria in the subsurface may change the local redox conditions. This might affect the redox potential of metals contained in minerals, which might in turn affect the likelihood that biotically induced abiotic degradation will take place (Tobiszewski and Namięśnik, 2012).

In order to explore the occurrence of such processes in the subsurface and thus evaluate the effect of remediation or site management, various tools may be employed.

In recent decades, compound specific isotopic analysis has been increasingly used to explore chlorinated ethene degradation processes. It was demonstrated that the extent of biodegradation could be determined based on isotopic measurements (Hunkeler et al., 2010). Additionally, it was suggested that dual C—Cl isotope analysis may help to delineate degradation pathways, for example biotic from abiotic degradation (Elsern et al., 2005; Abe et al., 2009; Audi-Miró et al., 2013) despite some limitations (Badin et al., 2014; Renpenning et al., 2014). The range of laboratory determined dual C—Cl isotope slopes associated with various chlorinated ethene degradation processes has increased in recent years, thus enriching the database to which dual C—Cl isotope slopes measured in the field can be compared for process identification (Fig. 1) (Abe et al., 2009; Audi-Miró et al., 2013; Cretnik et al., 2013; Kuder et al., 2013; Wiegert et al., 2013; Badin et al., 2014, Cretnik et al., 2014; Renpenning et al., 2014). Moreover, rapid advances in molecular biology open new possibilities for the characterization of microbial communities present in the subsurface and the assessment of their activity based on mRNA analysis. For example bacterial 16S rRNA gene pool characterization via amplicon pyrosequencing can be used to identify the present bacterial communities in high detail (Novais and Thorstenson, 2011). It was moreover demonstrated that pyrotag sequencing is a robust and reproducible method that can be used for reliable microbial community exploration in natural systems (Pilloni et al., 2012). Additionally, as cDCE and VC degradation usually represents the bottle neck of chlorinated ethene natural attenuation, it is essential to screen for markers of their degradation. Dhc screening has thus been carried out in numerous studies since it is the only class of microorganisms reported to perform cDCE and VC dechlorination. Furthermore, assessing the presence of genes that encode for VC reductive dehalogenases (rdhA) known to catalyze VC reduction to ethene, such as vcrA, and measuring genes’ mRNA level constitutes a stronger line of evidence to support complete reductive dechlorination. The vcrA and bvcA genes identified in Dhc are so far the only two functional genes described to encode VC rdhA (Krajmalnik-Brown et al., 2004; Müller et al., 2004) and their presence in field samples from sites contaminated with chlorinated ethenes was successfully related to complete dechlorination (Scheutz et al., 2008; van der Zaan et al., 2010; Damgaard et al., 2013a). It was moreover shown based on field samples that rdhA genes directly involved in dechlorination should be targeted in addition to Dhc, as different microbial species might harbour vcrA and bvcA genes due to horizontal gene transfer and are therefore also able to dechlorinate VC down to ethene (van der Zaan et al., 2010). Finally, targeting mRNA constitutes an essential complementary analysis as it will additionally inform on the activity of the corresponding degrader (Bælum et al., 2013).

Here we combine such innovative methods to assess the impact of source remediation by steam injection on a chlorinated ethene plume that occurs in a complex biogeochemical system where iron minerals are present. More
specifically, the aim was to evaluate if a plume detachment occurred due to steam injection as reported by a previous study (Sleep and Ma, 1997), and in addition, if natural degradation was stimulated by the thermal treatment.

A major advantage of this field site resides in the fact that the plume was formerly well characterized and studied (Hunkeler et al., 2011), which allows for comparison between before and after (7–8 years later) source remediation. An extensive campaign was carried out to evaluate the impact of steam injection where redox parameters, chlorinated ethene concentrations and isotopic compositions thereof, 454 pyrotag sequencing, Dhc DNA and tRNA, bvcA and vcrA functional genes, and gene transcripts (mRNA) were analysed in samples taken from 20 wells at different screening depths along the plume flow line.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Study site description

The studied site previously described by Hunkeler et al. is located in southern Jutland, Denmark, in the town of Rødekro (Hunkeler et al., 2011). Briefly, the original PCE groundwater contamination comes from a dry-cleaning facility which operated between 1964 and 2001. A sandy aquifer >50 m thick occasionally containing less permeable silt and clay lenses was characterized based on former site characterization campaigns. A chlorinated ethene plume of ~2 km length that follows the groundwater flow (Fig. 2) southward from the site and turns southeast after 1 km was identified based on extensive monitoring well cover (55 multilevels). The difference in equipotential lines between 2006 and 2014 indicates that the gradient is less steep in 2014 than in 2006 (Fig. 2). Low amounts of organic matter as well as high levels of iron are expected in aquifers in this part of Jutland (Postma et al., 1991). An average groundwater velocity of 0.24 m·day⁻¹ was previously estimated (Hunkeler et al., 2011), though this may vary locally due to different hydraulic conductivities resulting from the large grain size distribution.

Thermal remediation by steam injection was applied to the source zone between October and December 2006. The entire plume was sampled in 2006 before remediation and some points further out in the plume that were not yet impacted by remediation were sampled in 2007. The data previously discussed by Hunkeler et al. (Hunkeler et al., 2011) consist of data collected during these two sampling campaigns and are referred to as data from 2006, for simplification purposes. The main conclusions drawn from the previous campaign were that...
(i) PCE and TCE were likely biotically degraded by reductive dechlorination in the first 400 m downgradient of the source, (ii) cDCE was not affected by degradation (neither biotic nor biotically induced abiotic) in the first 1050 m downgradient from the source, but it was degraded between 1050 and 1900 m downgradient, likely at least partially by biotic reductive dechlorination, and (iii) VC was transformed further by undetermined processes. The process responsible for cDCE degradation remained uncertain due to the lack in dual C—Cl studies associated with abiotic reductive dechlorination of cDCE to which the dual C—Cl slope observed in Rødekro could be compared.

Concentrations of redox species and chlorinated ethenes were regularly measured between 2004 and 2014 as part of the monitoring process. The evolution of redox species between 2004 and 2014 is given in Fig. 3 B for sampling points from the plume centerline located close to the source (B16-1; 100 m), in the middle of the plume (B34-4; 1050 m) and at the front of the plume (B61-2; 1700 m).

Based on the assessed average groundwater velocity, it can be estimated that species might have been transported about 600 m downgradient between the end of 2006 and the new campaign carried out in 2014. Such an estimation should however be treated cautiously as heterogeneities might change.
Fig. 3: A. Redox sensitive species concentrations in 2006 (Hunkeler et al., 2011) and 2014 (this study). B. Evolution of redox species concentrations between 2004 and 2014 along the plume centre line at 100 m (well B16–1), 1050 m (B34–4), and 1700 m (B61–2) downgradient from the source. These wells are “circled” in A. Dissolved oxygen (DO), nitrate (NO₃⁻), Fe(II), dissolved organic carbon (DOC) and methane (CH₄) concentrations are given by the left y-axis while sulfate (SO₄²⁻) concentrations are given by the right y-axis. DOC concentrations were measured from the time of source remediation in B16–1 and only in 2014 in B34–4 and B61–2. The red dashed line corresponds to the source remediation event. Note that the left graph has a different left y-axis than the other two graphs. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
the hydraulic conductivity by a few orders of magnitude in areas where different subsurface materials such as gravel/ coarse sand or fine sand/silt/clay lenses are present. Furthermore, with increasing distance and depth from the source, the clay lenses progressively disappear. This results in a divergence of the flow direction which causes the plume to dive deeper into the aquifer.

2.2. Groundwater sampling

Groundwater in 42 screens from 20 different locations was sampled in May 2014 after purging 3 times the volume of wells and checking the stability of pH, temperature, dissolved oxygen (O₂) and conductivity. Samples for nitrate (NO₃⁻) and sulfate (SO₄²⁻) analysis were collected in hard plastic bottles; samples for DOC were collected in glass bottles after filtration and spiked with H₃PO₄ upon arrival in the laboratory; samples for dissolved iron (Fe(II)) concentration were sampled in hard plastic bottles after filtration (sterile filter, 0.45 μm) and spiked with HNO₃ (to pH 2) upon arrival in the laboratory; samples for chlorinated ethene concentration were collected in 40 mL glass vials closed without headspace with a Teflon-coated cap and analysed upon arrival in the laboratory. Samples for chlorinated ethene isotope analysis were collected in 40 mL glass vials or 1 L Schott bottles (for isotope analysis with low chlorinated ethene concentrations) closed without headspace with a cap containing a Teflon-coated septum. HNO₃ was added previously to the containers in order to reach pH 2 when filled with the sample and to stop any microbial activity. Samples for methane, acetylene, ethene and ethane were collected in 6 mL Exetainer® glass vials (LabCo, UK) with 3 mL headspace which except for VC which was not characterized by EA. included in each sequence to verify the method accuracy and checking the stability of pH, temperature, dissolved oxygen (O₂) and conductivity. Samples for nitrate (NO₃⁻) and sulfate (SO₄²⁻) analysis were collected in hard plastic bottles after filtration (sterile filter, 0.45 μm) and spiked with HNO₃ (to pH 2) upon arrival in the laboratory; samples for chlorinated ethene concentration were collected in 40 mL glass vials closed without headspace with a Teflon-coated cap and analysed upon arrival in the laboratory. Samples for chlorinated ethene isotope analysis were collected in 40 mL glass vials or 1 L Schott bottles (for isotope analysis with low chlorinated ethene concentrations) closed without headspace with a cap containing a Teflon-coated septum. HNO₃ was added previously to the containers in order to reach pH 2 when filled with the sample and to stop any microbial activity. Samples for methane, acetylene, ethene and ethane were collected in 6 mL Exetainer® glass vials (LabCo, UK) with 3 mL headspace which were previously evacuated and filled with 100 μL concentrated H₂SO₄. Caution was taken so that no air bubbles were injected with the groundwater samples. All aqueous samples were stored in ice boxes topped with ice packs until arrival at the laboratory where they were stored at 4 °C until analysis. Samples for 454 pyrotag next generation sequencing analysis were collected by passing 300–400 mL of groundwater through Sterivex™ Filters (EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA) and were then shipped to Guelph (SIREM, commercial laboratory, Canada) with ice packs. Samples for Dhc DNA and rRNA, bvcA and vcrA functional genes (DNA), and gene transcript (mRNA) analysis were collected as described previously in Bælum et al., 2013 snap-shot frozen in liquid N₂ and kept at −80 °C until analysis in Copenhagen (GEUS, Denmark).

2.3. Analyses

**Chemical analyses:** NO₃⁻, Fe(II), SO₄²⁻ and DOC were measured by accredited methods by the accredited (DANAK, International Standards Organization 17,025) laboratory ALS (ALS Denmark A/S, alsglobal.dk, alsglobal.com) in Denmark with quantification limits of 0.03 mg·L⁻¹, 0.01 mg·L⁻¹, 0.5 mg·L⁻¹ and 0.1 mg·L⁻¹ respectively. Chlorinated ethene concentrations were analysed at ALS by Purge & Trap Gas Chromatograph-Mass Spectrometer (GC–MS) with a detection limit of 0.02 μg·L⁻¹ and standard deviations of 10%. Ethene, methane, ethane and acetylene were determined at the Technical University of Denmark (DTU, Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark) by headspace GC-Flame Ionisation Detector (FID) (Shimadzu GC.14 A with a packed column with 80/120 Carbopack B/3% SP-1500) with detection limits of 0.43 μg·L⁻¹, 0.94 μg·L⁻¹, 0.47 μg·L⁻¹ and 0.38 μg·L⁻¹, respectively.

**Isotopic analysis:** C isotopic analysis was performed at the University of Neuchâtel (CHYN, Switzerland) by the system previously described for samples containing chlorinated ethene concentrations exceeding 5 μg·L⁻¹ (Badin et al., 2014), except that a QS-PLOT column was used instead of a DB-VRX to improve VC separation. The compounds degassed by N₂ purging were retained on a Vocarb 3000 trap (VICI), transferred to a cryogenic trap (Tekmar Dohrmann) at −120 °C to enable compound concentration, and sent to the gas chromatograph (GC) column (QS-PLOT, 30 m, 0.32 mm, 10 μm) of an Agilent™ 7890a GC for compound separation (35 °C for 6 min, ramp of 15 °C·min⁻¹ until 130 °C kept for 0.1 min followed by a ramp of 20 °C·min⁻¹ until 240 °C kept for 5 min). After combustion via an Isoprine GC5 combustion interface, the resulting CO₂ gas was sent to an Isoprine™ 100 isotope ratio mass spectrometer (IRMS) to measure the C isotope ratio. Samples were measured in duplicate. Standard deviations σ of the in-house reference materials measured in the same sequences as samples from the field site were 0.6‰ (n = 32), 0.3‰ (n = 24), 0.5‰ (n = 24), 1.0‰ (n = 26) for PCE, TCE, cDCE, and VC, respectively. The standard uncertainty of duplicate measurements was determined according to ISO guidelines (BIPM, 1993) as σ/√2, i.e. 0.4‰, 0.2‰, 0.3‰, 0.7‰ for PCE, TCE, cDCE, and VC, respectively. Samples that contained reference compounds with known isotope ratios (Elemental Analyser-IRMS measurement) were included in each sequence to verify the method accuracy except for VC which was not characterized by EA.

For the samples showing chlorinated ethene concentrations below 5 μg·L⁻¹, 1 L bottles were manually connected to a purge system that consisted of a frit from a gas-washing bottle as described formerly (Hunkeler et al., 2012) instead of passing 40 mL glass vials by autosampler. The bottles were purged for 30 min at a rate of 150 mL·min⁻¹ which led to a removal of 90, 75, 50 and 100% of the dissolved PCE, TCE, cDCE and VC, respectively, considering Henry coefficients at 20 °C of 0.533, 0.314, 0.14, 0.891 (gas/water) for PCE, TCE, cDCE and VC, respectively.

Cl isotopic analysis of PCE and TCE was performed as previously described with an Agilent 7890 GC coupled to an Agilent 5975C quadrupole mass selective detector (Santa Clara, CA, USA) (Badin et al., 2014). A DB-5 column (30 m, 0.25 mm, Agilent) with a constant helium flow of 1.2 mL·min⁻¹ was used to perform chromatographic separation. Molecular ions were targeted and calculations were carried out according to the method developed by Aeppli et al., 2010. Calibration with two external standards ([δ¹⁸O]Clₑᵤ₁ = +0.3 ‰ and [δ¹³C]Clₑᵤ₂ = −2.5‰ for PCE and [δ¹³C]Clₑᵤ₁ = +3.05‰ and [δ¹³C]Clₑᵤ₂ = −2.70‰ for TCE) which were formerly characterized by the Holt method (Holt et al., 1997) at the University of Waterloo was completed for each sequence to obtain δ values on the Standard Mean Ocean Chloride (SMOC) scale. Cl isotopic analysis of cDCE was performed at Isotope Tracer Technologies Inc. (Waterloo) according to the method developed by Shouakar-Stash et al., 2006, using a Continuous Flow (CF) IRMS.

**Molecular biology analysis:** DNA extraction for the 454 pyrotag analysis was carried out at SIREM (Guelph, ON, Canada) as follows: Sterivex™ filters were opened and the filter membrane with attached biomass was removed and placed into the Bead Solution of a PowerMag DNA Isolation Kit
(MoBio, Carlsbad, CA, USA) and pulverized using a sterile pipet tip. Cell lysates were performed using a MiniBeadbeater-8 (Biospec Products Bartlesville, OK, USA) at 50% of the maximum setting for 30 s. DNA was purified using a KingFisher™Duo (ThermoFisher Waltham, MA, USA) and eluted in 150 µL. DNA was quantified using a NanoDrop spectrophotometer (NanoDrop Inc. Wilmington, DE) and stored at −80 °C after extraction. 16S rRNA genes were amplified from DNA extracts with universal primers 926f (5′- AAA CTY AAA KGA ATT GAC GG-3′) and 1392r (5′- ACG GGC GGT GTG TRC-3′) for 454 pyrotag analysis. The reverse primer also contains a 10 nucleotide barcode and 454 FLX Titanium Lib-L ‘B’ adapter. PCR was performed under the following conditions: 94 °C for 3 min; 25 cycles of 94 °C for 30 s, 52 °C for 30 s, and 72 °C for 1 min; and finally 72 °C for 10 min. Amplicons were purified with GeneJET PCR Purification Kit (Life Technologies, Burlington, ON, Canada) and sequenced with Roche GS-FLX Titanium series kits and system (Roche, Branford, CT, USA) at Genome Quebec and McGill University Innovation Centre (Montreal, PQ, Canada). Finally, analysis of the reads was performed using QIIME v.1.8 (Caporaso et al., 2010). Initially, raw reads were demultiplexed and filtered by quality (Q20) and length (Q250 nt) using the pick_otus.py script with usearch61 (Edgar et al., 2011) option and representative sequences were selected using the pick_rep_set.py. The sequences were aligned to the Greengenes Core reference alignment by PyNAST (Caporaso et al., 2010). Putative chimeric sequences were removed using ChimeraSlayer (Haas et al., 2011). Taxonomic assignment of the operational taxonomic units (OTU) was performed by assign_taxonomy.py script with the Ribosomal Database Project (RDP) method (Wang et al., 2007; Martins et al., 2013). A sequence was defined as belonging to a particular OTU when the similarity level was at least 97%.

In order to evaluate which and to which extent microorganisms relevant to redox processes potentially occurring in the subsurface were present, OTU reads per sample were transformed to cells·L−1 based on the total bacteria count (i.e. total DNA extracted from the samples). It was assumed that all the extracted DNA was prokaryotic, which leads to a slight overestimation, and that the average microbial genome contains 4·10^6 ng DNA·cell−1 (Paul, 1996). Since chlorinated ethene degradation as well as redox processes occurring in the subsurface were of interest, detected microorganisms were grouped in taxonomic categories such as genera of which some strains are known to perform complete reductive dechlorination, partial reductive dechlorination of PCE and/or TCE, oxidation of cDCE and or VC under aerobic conditions, bacteria reported to be found in iron- and sulfate-reducing conditions as well as during pyrite oxidation. Bacteria counts were then summed in each group and divided by the sum of bacteria counts of all targeted groups in each sample to evaluate the proportion of each bacteria group within each sample relative to the groups of interest. These data are summarised in Table S 1 and Table S 2 of the Supporting Information (SI).

**Dehalococcoides** DNA and rRNA, bvcA and vreA functional genes (DNA) and genes transcripts (mRNA) analysis was performed on co-extracted DNA and RNA using a combined phenol-chloroform and mechanical beadbeating method (Bauml et al., 2013). In brief: prior to cell lysis, the samples were mixed with 0.5 mL liquid G2 DNA/RNA enhancer (Ampliqon, Odense, Denmark) to cover binding sites of the clay particles. Extracted DNA and RNA was purified using NucleoSpin RNA Clean-up XS kit (Macherey-Nagel, Duren, Germany). RNA was converted to cDNA and DNA and cDNA PCR amplified using standard protocols with a detection limit of 10^5 copies · L−1. The detailed protocols can be found in the SI.

2.4. Calculations for isotopic data interpretation

2.4.1. C isotope balance

In order to evaluate isotopic data and more particularly to determine whether degradation released a significant amount of compounds which were not detected, such as ethene or ethane during complete sequential reductive dechlorination, the C isotope balance was determined for each sampling point according to:

\[
\delta^{13}C_{\text{sum}} = \frac{[\text{PCE}] \cdot \delta^{13}C_{\text{PCE}} + [\text{TCE}] \cdot \delta^{13}C_{\text{TCE}} + [\text{cDCE}] \cdot \delta^{13}C_{\text{DCE}} + [\text{VC}] \cdot \delta^{13}C_{\text{VC}}}{[\text{PCE}] + [\text{TCE}] + [\text{cDCE}] + [\text{VC}]},
\]

where \([\text{PCE}], [\text{TCE}], [\text{cDCE}]\) and \([\text{VC}]\) are the molar concentrations of PCE, TCE, cDCE and VC, respectively, and \(\delta^{13}C_{\text{PCE}}, \delta^{13}C_{\text{TCE}}, \delta^{13}C_{\text{DCE}}\), and \(\delta^{13}C_{\text{VC}}\) their corresponding C isotopic composition. The uncertainty was determined by error propagation (Reddy et al., 2002).

2.4.2. Extent of degradation

In order to estimate the extent of degradation in certain parts of the plume, the following coefficient was calculated:

\[
D = 1 - \exp\left(\frac{\Delta \delta^{13}C}{E}\right)
\]

where \(\Delta \delta^{13}C\) corresponds to the difference between the initial and final C isotopic composition of the considered chlorinated ethene. Such calculation was performed only for compounds in sampling points where no precursor was present (e.g. for cDCE when no PCE or TCE was detected) to ensure that the isotopic composition was merely affected by the compound degradation and not by its production. In the case of PCE, such caution is unnecessary as it can only be degraded. Minimum and maximum enrichment factors reported in the literature as well as a field determined enrichment factor were used as summarised in Table S3, SI.

3. Results and discussion

In this section, results from chemical, isotopic and molecular biology analyses are given and discussed with the aim to understand the effect of thermal remediation on the chlorinated ethene plume. Only the data from 27 screens of 13 wells which are located along the plume centreline are discussed.

3.1. Redox conditions

Concentrations of redox sensitive species measured in 2006 (Hunkeler et al., 2011) and 2014 are shown in Fig. 3A. In general, \(O_2\) and/or \(NO_3\) concentrations larger than 1 mg·L−1 are detected in the shallow top part of the aquifer (down to 10–15 m depth) whereas very low concentrations (<0.1 mg·L−1) are found in deeper parts. Here, the presence of Fe(II) and/or
methane indicates the occurrence of reducing conditions. Below 15 m depth, Concentrations of SO$_4^{2-}$ range from 23 to 59 mg·L$^{-1}$ and are above 40 mg·L$^{-1}$, i.e. in the higher part of the concentration range. Based on the sulfur isotope composition of SO$_4^{2-}$, Hunkeler et al. suggested that the disappearance of O$_2$/NO$_3^-$ and the increase of Fe(II)/SO$_4^{2-}$ concentrations with depth could be associated with pyrite oxidation processes (Hunkeler et al., 2011), which is supported by the presence of pyrite in sandy aquifers in Jutland (Postma et al., 1991).

Unlike in 2006, in 2014, mixed redox conditions are generally observed at the local scale. Indeed, in 2014, markers for different redox conditions are simultaneously found within some screens (e.g. presence of O$_2$ and Fe(II) in the same well). This might be explained by a certain subsurface heterogeneity that results in various redox zones overlaying each other within screen intervals ranging from 1 to 4 m. Such a spatial change in redox conditions may result from the temporal change in redox conditions affecting geologically different layers at different speed. This temporal change is supported by the redox species evolution between 2004 and 2014 as depicted in Fig. 3 and is especially apparent in the first 750 m after the source where both Fe(II) and O$_2$ are present. More particularly, the NO$_3^-$ concentration suddenly drops 100 m downgradient from the source where Fe(II) concentrations increase right after the remediation event (Fig. 3), which indicates a shift toward more reduced conditions in 2014 compared to 2006 in the first 750 m of the plume (Fig. 3). A striking change directly following thermal remediation is the appearance of DOC in and downgradient of the source area that decreases over time (Fig. 3A and B16-1 in Fig. 3), presumably due to its transport and consumption. Although aquifers in this part of Jutland generally contain low levels of organic matter, high concentrations of DOC are measured immediately downgradient of the source area after the thermal remediation treatment, reaching values of 6.1 mg·L$^{-1}$ (F3) and 3.1 mg·L$^{-1}$ (B16, located 100 m downgradient) in 2014. Such a release of sediment-bound organic matter due to thermal treatment has been previously reported near treated source areas (Newmark and Aines, 1995, Friis et al., 2005). Friis et al. confirmed via experiments performed with field material that up to 8% of sediment-bound organic carbon could be released in temperature conditions usually achieved with thermal treatments (Friis et al., 2005). Releasing organic matter can be expected to affect redox conditions. This is indeed observed immediately downgradient of the former source area (wells F2 and F3) where O$_2$ (<1 mg·L$^{-1}$) and NO$_3^-$ (up to 12.1 mg·L$^{-1}$) concentrations are much lower in 2014 than those measured in 2006 in nearby wells (B5, in the source and B11, 100 m downgradient), where concentrations of up to 5.2 mg·L$^{-1}$ and 28.0 mg·L$^{-1}$ for O$_2$ and NO$_3^-$ were measured, respectively. The lower values measured in 2014 could be related to O$_2$ and NO$_3^-$ consumption during oxidation of organic matter. Additionally, the DOC content in B16, B20, B22, and B23, which are located up to 400 m downgradient of the source, was higher in 2010 (Westergaard et al., 2011) than in 2014, supporting the gradual consumption of DOC released by the thermal treatment. Concomitantly, depletion in O$_2$ was generally observed in B16 B20 B22 B23 and B28 in 2010 (Westergaard et al., 2011) compared to 2014, which coincides with DOC consumption leading to more reduced conditions. The significant change in Fe(II) and SO$_4^{2-}$ concentrations observed between 2006 and 2014 in the upper part of the aquifer from the source zone to 750 m downgradient could also be attributed to the oxidation of organic matter released from remediation, which consequently led to more reduced conditions and temporal lack of pyrite oxidation due to lack of oxygen. Indeed, higher Fe(II) concentrations (>1 mg·L$^{-1}$), especially in the shallow part and in B28, as well as slightly lower SO$_4^{2-}$ concentrations are observed in this part, indicating more reduced conditions. Such a DOC impact leading to more reduced conditions is particularly reflected by B16-1 (Fig. 3). High DOC and SO$_4^{2-}$ concentrations (probably due to pyrite oxidation due to steam injection saturated with air) were indeed observed right after remediation in this sampling point, where less concentrated NO$_3^-$ and O$_2$ concentrations (due to DOC oxidation) were concomitantly observed. The DOC concentration then gradually decreased (B16-1 in Fig. 3). Another striking change between 2006 and 2014 is the lack of Fe(II) detected in 2014 between 1000 and 1500 m downgradient from the source (wells B34, B47 and B58). In these wells, concentrations of methane increased whereas SO$_4^{2-}$ concentrations showed up to 20% decrease in 5 out of 8 sampling points, which suggests the occurrence of SO$_4^{2-}$ reduction followed by the precipitation of metastable iron sulphide or Fe(II) binding to other minerals. This suggests that the DOC release affected this part of the aquifer too as the flowline descends where the clay layer observed under the source area disappears. The occurrence of sulfate-reducing conditions in this part of the plume would be additionally favorable for chlorinated ethene microbial reductive dechlorination, especially of cDCE and VC (Vogel et al., 1987; Chapelle, 1996). At the fringe of the plume (i.e. >1800 m from the source), concentrations of Fe(II) increased in 2014 compared to 2006 (>1 mg·L$^{-1}$) and methane is detected in B64, which indicates more strongly reduced conditions in 2014 than in 2006.

3.2. Evolution of chlorinated ethene concentrations

The distribution of individual chlorinated ethenes was evaluated in a vertical section along the plume centerline before (2006, Hunkeler et al., 2011) and eight years after (2014) performing the thermal source remediation (Fig. 4). In both cases, in the first 350 m from the source, the contaminant plume is confined in the upper part of the aquifer due to the presence of a clayey layer at 20 m depth. Further downgradient, the plume widens and dives toward deeper zones while exhibiting more reduced conditions, as discussed above. The remediation primarily resulted in a dramatic drop in chlorinated ethene concentration immediately downgradient.

In 2014, a strong decrease in PCE, TCE and cDCE concentrations of more than 85% is observed in wells immediately downgradient (i.e. wells F2, F3 and F4, Fig. 2) between 2006 and 2014. Much lower concentrations are also generally measured in wells situated within 750 m from the source in 2014 compared to 2006, with the exception of higher values obtained for TCE at the bottom of B23 (e.g. 1.1 μmol·L$^{-1}$ in 2014 instead of 0.43 μmol·L$^{-1}$ in 2006). Further downgradient, lower concentrations are generally found for PCE and TCE, which eventually disappear 1050 m (PCE) and 1450 m (TCE) downgradient. Similarly, cDCE concentrations decreased 1050 m downgradient of the source in 2014 compared to 1050 m downgradient of the source in 2006. The
Fig. 4. Chlorinated ethene concentration in the subsurface in 2006 (Hunkeler et al., 2011) and 2014 (this study).
Fig. 5. Mole fractions and C isotopic composition of chlorinated ethenes before (2006, Hunkeler et al., 2011) and after (2014) source thermal treatment.
most pronounced change in chlorinated ethene composition in terms of concentrations and species proportions occurs as the plume crosses the pyrite oxidation boundary depicted in Fig. 11, zone 3. However, an increase in the cDCE concentration at the plume front (>1550 m) together with a plume front that extends further downgradient in 2014 compared to 2006 indicates that cDCE accumulates in this area and is still slowly expanding, as depicted by the difference in concentration contours in Fig. 4. Considering the high overall groundwater velocity of ~0.24 m·day⁻¹, the almost identical plume length expanding, as depicted by the difference in concentration indicates that PCE extends further downgradient in 2014 compared to 2006. Contrary to 2006, when the highest concentration of chlorinated ethenes was detected in the source area, the high concentration core of the plume is now located around 750 m to 1450 m downgradient.

From the source zone to 750 m downgradient, PCE is generally the predominant chlorinated ethene in the lower part of the plume in 2014; its concentration reaches more than 85% of the total chlorinated ethene concentration on a molar basis at the bottom of wells B22 and B23 (Fig. 5). On the other hand, the mole fraction of cDCE dominates in the upper part of the plume within 350 m from the source where mole fractions reach up to 74%. The change in chlorinated ethene distribution between 2006 where PCE was the predominant chlorinated ethene in the first 750 m of the plume and 2014 suggests the occurrence of biotic reductive PCE/TCE dechlorination. Such an occurrence is additionally supported by higher DOC concentrations and more strongly reduced conditions observed in 2014 compared to 2006 in this part of the plume. In contrast to the part of the plume immediately downgradient from the source where PCE dominates, cDCE is the predominant chlorinated ethene further downgradient (i.e. >750 m).

During biotic reductive dechlorination, PCE can be transformed via sequential hydrogenolysis to ethene (i.e. PCE → TCE → cDCE → VC → ethene). Yet, VC and ethene are either detected at trace levels (VC) or not detected (VC and ethene), which suggests that cDCE transformation is the rate limiting step if it is primarily degraded by biotic reductive dechlorination. Abiotic reductive dechlorination of PCE, TCE and cDCE by pyrite which bears Fe(II) could also contribute to their attenuation (Lee and Batchelor, 2002a). In this case, transformation of PCE, TCE and cDCE generally leads to formation of acetylene as the main intermediate via β-dichloroelimination. Although acetylene was not detected in the aquifer, the additional occurrence of abiotic reductive dechlorination cannot be overlooked as acetylene can be further transformed to readily biodegradable compounds such as acetaldehyde, acetate and ethanol in groundwater (Liang et al., 2009). Finally, while biotically produced mackinawite may catalyze abiotic reductive dechlorination of PCE and TCE (Butler and Hayes, 1999), it was shown that cDCE was not reactive with mackinawite (Jeong et al., 2011). Abiotic reductive cDCE dechlorination is thus not likely to take place in the presence of mackinawite, though biotically produced non-measurable surface-bound Fe(II) (Han et al., 2012) and other reduced iron minerals such as green rust (Lee and Batchelor, 2002b) may induce such a reaction.

### 3.3. Chlorinated ethene C and Cl isotopic composition

Chlorinated ethene concentrations and isotopic compositions measured in 2014 are summarised in Table S3, SI.

The C isotopic ratio of released PCE was formerly estimated to be −25.0 ‰ (Hunkeler et al., 2011). The Cl isotope measurements performed in 2014 show a lowest δ³⁷Cl value of −1.0‰ for PCE at 100 and 750 m downgradient from the source, which is the closest measured value to the initial Cl isotope signature of released PCE. Without further data, the initial PCE isotopic signature is hence assumed to be δ¹³C = −25.0‰ and δ³⁷Cl = −1.0‰.

In 2014, apart from two sampling points located 100 m downgradient from the source, PCE C isotopic values are generally more enriched in ¹³C than the initial isotopic signature, reaching up to −19.5‰ in B34-6 (Fig. 5), which clearly indicates that PCE degradation is occurring in the plume. On the other hand, TCE C isotopic values exhibit a higher spatial variability. The sampling points in the source area up to 350 m downgradient show C isotopic compositions varying from −27.0‰ to −19.3‰ (Fig. 5), which indicates the occurrence of TCE degradation. Conversely, 750 m downgradient, values of −30.7‰ to −35.0‰ indicate that if TCE is undergoing further degradation, this process is either limited or slower than TCE production from PCE. The Cl isotopic values of PCE and TCE are coherent with their respective C isotopic values: the highest values, which reflect enrichment in ³⁷Cl, are found where higher C isotopic values are detected. (e.g. B23-2 for PCE and TCE, B22-3 for TCE, Table S3, SI). This additional line of evidence points toward the occurrence of degradation in these sampling points (between the source and 350 m downgradient).

C isotopic ratios of cDCE vary from −38.5‰ (B23–2, 350 m downgradient) to −21.3‰ (B34–3, 1050 m downgradient). Isotopic values enriched in ¹³C compared to the assumed initial PCE isotopic signature of −25.0‰ are found in the source zone up to 350 m downgradient in the upper part of the aquifer, as well as 1050 m downgradient. This suggests that cDCE is being degraded in these parts of the aquifer. Lower C isotopic values found in the deeper part of the aquifer 350 m to 750 m from the source area indicate that if cDCE is being degraded, this process is either limited or slower than cDCE production from TCE. Contrary to 2006, when C isotopic values of cDCE and VC
reached up to −18‰ and −13‰, respectively, at the plume front (>1400 m), such enriched values are not observed in the same part of the plume in 2014, when C isotopic values of cDCE and VC reached up to −24.0‰ and −23.2‰, respectively. This suggests that cDCE, or VC when it is present, experiences less degradation. These lower values could also be attributed to the influx of the less degraded cDCE present 1050 m downgradient from the source in 2006. Moreover, VC is generally almost not depleted in comparison to cDCE, which contradicts all trends of C isotopic ratios observed in all biodegradation studies to date (Bloom et al., 2000; Slater et al., 2001; Abe et al., 2009; Fletcher et al., 2011). Such little difference in cDCE and VC isotopic composition could however reflect the occurrence of abiotic cDCE degradation rather than biotic degradation. Indeed, this is consistent with studies on abiotic chlorinated ethene degradation (Elsner et al., 2008; Audi-Miró et al., 2013) where VC and acetylene were formed in parallel and where isotopically sensitive branching lead to the unexpected situation where VC was scarcely depleted compared to its precursor. The most 13C enriched values for cDCE are found 1050 m downgradient of the source as well as close to the source, indicating a stronger degradation activity in these areas than in the rest of the aquifer. While single element isotopic analysis enables identification of areas where degradation is taking place, it does not permit differentiation between various processes governing degradation, except in the case of cDCE where the data point toward abiotic degradation.

Dual C—Cl isotope slopes may provide additional insight into such processes (Abe et al., 2009; Elsner, 2010; Cretnik et al., 2013; Kuder et al., 2013) although limitations were recently pointed out (Badin et al., 2014; Repenning et al., 2014). For PCE, the dual C—Cl isotope slope of 3.0 ± 1.2 associated with data points located between the source area and 750 m downgradient falls within the range reported for microbial reductive dechlorination in field studies (0.7–3.5) and in laboratory experiments (0.7–2.7) (Badin et al., 2014) (Fig. 1 and Fig. 6). Since no dual C—Cl slope for abiotic PCE reduction has been reported so far, no comparison is possible. These observations thus constitute an additional line of evidence that supports the likelihood that PCE undergoes biotic reductive dechlorination in the first 750 m of the plume.

The dual C—Cl isotope slope of 2.7 ± 1.0 observed for TCE for sampling points located between the source area and 1050 m downgradient cannot be compared to reported ranges of dual isotope slopes associated with sole TCE degradation in a way as straightforward as for PCE since here TCE is both produced and consumed. It was previously shown that the dual isotope slope associated with a both produced and degraded chlorinated ethene was controlled by its degradation when this step was rate-limiting, i.e. when an accumulation of this intermediate compound was observed (Hunkeler et al., 2009). TCE accounts for up to 30–40% at 350 and 750 m downgradient from the source, which suggests that it accumulates before becoming further degraded to cDCE. It can thus be assumed that the dual isotope slope associated with TCE in this part of the plume is controlled by TCE degradation and may be compared with slopes associated with biotic reductive TCE dechlorination. When taking the uncertainty of ±1.0 into account, the TCE dual C—Cl isotope slope observed in Redeker is not significantly different from the range observed for biotic reductive TCE dechlorination (3.4–4.8, Cretnik et al., 2013; Kuder et al., 2013), but is significantly different from the slope obtained for abiotic TCE reduction (5.2 ± 0.3, Audi-Miró et al., 2013). These observations support the occurrence of biotic reductive TCE dechlorination in this part of the plume.

The formerly reported dual C—Cl isotope slope of 2.1 (published εCl/εC = 0.48 ± 0.05, Hunkeler et al., 2011) associated with cDCE from data points located 1050 m downgradient of the source to the plume front was at the time compared with slopes associated with biotic reductive cDCE dechlorination (11.4 to 13.7, published εCl/εC = 0.088 ± 0.004 to 0.073 ± 0.006). It was thus concluded based on the dual isotope approach that cDCE was either reductively dechlorinated by other strains than those previously studied or that abiotic degradation occurred. Audi-Miro et al. recently reported a dual C—Cl isotopic slope of 3.1 ± 0.2 associated with abiotic reductive cDCE dechlorination (Audi-Miró et al., 2013). The slope value observed in Redekro in 2006 was closer to the one observed for abiotic reductive cDCE dechlorination than to those associated with biotic reductive dechlorination. A slope of 1.5 ± 0.2 associated with cDCE degradation that occurred by simultaneous biotic and abiotic reductive dechlorination in the subsurface in the presence of a permeable reactive barrier containing 3% (v/v) zero-valent Fe was more recently reported (Audi-Miró et al., 2015). Although Audi-Miro et al. concluded that abiotic reduction was not the predominant degradation process, it cannot be disregarded that this slope is influenced by the latter. cDCE was thus likely to be abiotically reduced by pyrite (and/or other reduced iron minerals) in the sediment in 2006 between 1050 m downgradient of the source and the plume front although acetylene (degradation product of dihaloelimination) was not detected. In 2014, except for one point (B23-3), C—Cl isotope data align with generally less enriched values closer to the source and more enriched values further downgradient to generate a slope of 3.0 ± 0.7 (R² = 0.82). This slope is within the 95% confidence interval of the slope of 3.1 ± 0.2 associated with abiotic cDCE dechlorination determined by Audi-Miro et al. (Audi-Miró et al., 2015) (Fig. 6 and Table S 3, S1). This supports the predominance of abiotic cDCE reduction in the core of the plume in 2014 as also indicated by the C isotopic data. Without the evidence brought forward by isotopic data, the presence of VC could be attributed to cDCE hydrogenolysis. However the little VC 13C depletion compared to cDCE 13C depletion suggests that VC may rather be produced during abiotic cDCE degradation, as previously observed by Elsner et al., 2008 and Audi-Miro et al., 2013.

Apart from immediately downgradient of the source area, where the VC C isotopic composition is −22.9‰, and at the deepest sampling point in B58, the VC C isotopic composition does not become much more enriched than the assumed initial isotopic signature of PCE (−25.0‰). It is therefore unlikely that further hydrogenolysis of VC to ethene takes place despite more optimal redox conditions for reductive VC dechlorination in 2014 than in 2006 (i.e. sulfate-reducing, Chapelle, 1996). Finally, while anaerobic oxidation was suggested as a possible degradation pathway (Smits et al., 2011), the likelihood of such a process to occur remains unclear. Gossett et al. previously suggested that what was in microcosms thought to be anaerobic oxidation might actually be aerobic oxidation with O₂ concentrations so low that O₂ is quickly consumed and not measurable (Gossett, 2010). However, based on the current data, anaerobic or microaerophilic oxidation cannot be ruled
Moreover, the conditions are not aerobic in this part of the aquifer, which means aerobic oxidation is not possible.

The highest $\delta^{13}C_{sum}$ value at the site ($-21.3$ ‰ in B34-3, Table S 3, SI) indicates a maximum enrichment in $^{13}$C of 3.7‰. This also supports the supposition that limited transformation of chlorinated ethenes to non-toxic compounds, such as ethene, is occurring, unless it is via a degradation process associated with low isotopic fractionation.

Dual C—Cl isotope slopes convey even more valuable information. Hunkeler et al., 2009 predicted that the vertical spacing between dual isotope slopes associated with chlorinated ethenes during reductive dechlorination reflected the $C$ enrichment factors when the slopes run parallel to each other. The reason is that the kinetic Cl isotope effect acts on the cleaved chloride so that the chlorine isotope ratio of TCE is expected to match that of PCE (as experimentally confirmed by Cretnik et al., 2014), whereas $C$ isotope values differ by the $C$ enrichment factor $\varepsilon_C$. Here, a $C$ enrichment factor of $-10.3$ ‰ may be determined when subtracting the $C$ isotope value of the most depleted PCE $C$—Cl signature (corresponding to the initial PCE signature) from the most depleted TCE $C$—Cl signature (where the Cl isotope value is the closest to that of the initial PCE signature). On the other hand, interpreting the spacing between TCE and cDCE is less straightforward as it is also influenced by the intramolecular chlorine isotope distribution in TCE.

In order to determine the extent of degradation of PCE and cDCE in some sampling points, minimum and maximum enrichment factor values reported in the literature were chosen since no microcosm experiment was carried out based on which site specific enrichment factors could be determined. The estimation of the extent of PCE degradation based on $C$ isotopic data is an exception where the $C$ enrichment factor determined above was used. As the data support biotic reductive PCE dechlorination and abiotic cDCE reduction, corresponding enrichment factors were chosen. The extent of degradation, $D$, was determined both with $C$ and Cl isotope data. Results can be found in Table S 3, SI. For PCE, the extent of degradation determined with the $C$ enrichment factor varies from 3 to 59% with an average of 28%. This is in agreement with the average extent of degradation determined with largest and smallest Cl enrichment factors associated with reductive PCE dechlorination of 10 and 34%, respectively. The estimated extent of degradation based on $C$ and Cl data are moreover consistent for each sampling point. Finally, for abiotic reductive cDCE dechlorination, average extents of degradation of 7 and 19% could be determined based on the largest and smallest enrichment factors associated with this degradation process, respectively. This is in agreement with the observed degradation stall at cDCE.

Fig. 7. $Dhc$ population size and activity in the subsurface. Given values correspond to the ratio rRNA/DNA. High $>1\cdot10^6$ gene copies·L$^{-1}$; Intermediate $\in[3\cdot10^5–1\cdot10^6]$ gene copies·L$^{-1}$; Low $\in[\text{bdl}–3\cdot10^5]$ gene copies·L$^{-1}$; na: not analysed. dl: detection limit. Bdl: below detection limit. nd: not detected.

Fig. 8. Relative proportion of bacteria which have been identified to belong to a 16S rRNA gene based phylogenetic group that has been shown to contain bacteria involved in iron-reduction, sulfate-reduction, partial dechlorination, pyrite oxidation, biotic chlorinated ethene oxidation or complete dechlorination processes. Only these phylogenetic groups (Table S 5, SI) are included in the analysis.
3.4. Input from molecular biology

454 pyrotag sequencing, Dhc DNA and mRNA, bvcA and vcrA functional genes, and gene transcript (mRNA) analyses were performed to acquire complementary information to understand the processes affecting chlorinated ethenes in the aquifer after the source thermal remediation.

The total Dhc population analysis performed by qPCR shows a relatively large range across sampling wells from not detected (below detection limit, bdl) to 1.73 · 10⁹ gene copies L⁻¹ (Fig. 7 and Table S 4, SI). Higher abundances are measured from the source area to 350 m downgradient while lower abundances to non-detects are measured from 1050 m downwards except in B34-4 where intermediate quantities of 1.03 · 10⁵ gene copies L⁻¹ are detected. Only a few sampling locations (i.e. F4-3, B16-1, B17-1, B23-1, B23-2, B23-3, and B34-4) indicate Dhc quantities in the ranges previously reported for other sites where biotic reductive dechlorination has naturally occurred (Damgaard et al., 2013b) (from 10⁵ to 10⁶ gene copies · L⁻¹, Table S 4, SI), and are thus high enough to support some dechlorination potential. Yet, the detection of Dhc DNA is not sufficient to confirm the actual occurrence of dechlorination as DNA does not indicate bacterial activity. On the other hand, Dhc targeted rRNA is detected up to 2.48 · 10⁵ copies · L⁻¹ in sampling points located between the source zone to 1050 m downgradient (Table S4, SI). Relatively higher proportions of 16S rRNA than corresponding DNA in wells B16-1 and B23-2 compared with other wells indicate that Dhc in B16-1 and B23-2 are more metabolically active than Dhc in some other locations. Although rRNA/DNA ratios in B16-1 and B23-2 are not much higher than 1 (max. ratio: 1.56), Dhc activity was previously associated with ratios of this order of magnitude in a previous laboratory study (Wagner et al., 2013). The presence and apparent high activity of Dhc in B16-1 and B23-2 coincide with highly enriched C isotope ratios of −17.6‰ for PCE and −19.3‰ for TCE in B23–2 and −22.9‰ for cDCE in B16–1 (Fig. 5, Fig. 7, Table S3 and Table S4, SI).

Genes coding for the enzymes involved in the final transformation of VC to ethene (vcrA and bvcA) are neither present (DNA) nor expressed (mRNA) above the detection limit. This is consistent with the minor C isotopic enrichment observed for VC, which supports an absence of VC degradation by reductive dechlorination at the site. Nevertheless, further reductive VC dechlorination cannot be ruled out as VC rdhA genes other than vcrA and bvcA may exist. It was indeed recently demonstrated that some members of the Dehalogenimonas (Dhg) genus respire VC and thus participate in VC dechlorination to ethene (Yang and Löffler, 2015).

Pyrotag sequencing enabled the identification of the relative abundance of various bacteria in the sampled locations (Fig. 8 and Table S 5, SI). As only specific groups are targeted (i.e. iron-, sulfur-reducing, pyrite oxidizing, chlorinated ethene oxidizing, chlorinated ethene complete and partial reductive dechlorinators), other groups of bacteria which may be present in some samples, such as aerobic samples, do not appear. In the absence of O₂ and NO₃⁻, such bacteria may use iron as an electron acceptor, thus acting as an iron-reducer although it is not included among the list of iron-reducers established in this study. Based on pyrotag sequencing data, relative proportions to the sample with highest bacteria quantity of various bacteria involved in redox processes (Fig. 9) and in chlorinated ethene bioremediation (Fig. 10) could also be determined. Generally, low relative abundance (ranging from 0 to 4%) is found in all samples for bacteria likely involved in iron reduction among all of the considered groups (i.e. bacteria involved in iron- and sulfate-reduction, pyrite oxidation, chlorinated ethene oxidation, and partial and complete reductive dechlorination) (Fig. 8 and Table S5, SI), which coincides with the relatively reduced conditions observed in most of the aquifer based on redox species concentrations. Bacteria reported to be present in sulfate-reducing conditions (4 out of 10 wells where the relative proportion is >10%) as well as during pyrite oxidation (6 out of 10 wells where the relative proportion is >26%) are detected in high relative abundance (Table S 5 and Fig. 8, SI), which corroborates the redox data and indicates a high likelihood of pyrite oxidation and sulfate-reducing conditions. More specifically, bacteria reported to be involved in pyrite oxidation are found in relative abundance higher than 20% in B34-2, B34-3, B34-6, B58-2, B58-6, and B61-3, i.e. from 1050 m downgradient of the source. This coincides with cDCE dual C—Cl isotope data that suggests abiotic cDCE reduction predominates in these locations. Bacterial genera among which some members are known to catalyze complete reductive dechlorination of chlorinated ethene (i.e. Dhc, Löffler et al., 2013, and Dhg, Yang and Löffler, 2015) are
detected in the majority of sampling locations (Fig. 8). In particular, the relative abundance of bacteria potentially able to completely dechlorinate chlorinated ethene is high in B23-2 (350 m downgradient) and B34-6 (1050 m downgradient), indicating the possibility that complete dechlorination may have occurred in these locations. The counts of Dhc from pyrotag sequencing do not exactly coincide with the copy number of Dhc determined by targeted quantitative PCR after DNA extraction (Table S 4 and Table S 5, SI), which may be because 454 pyrotag sequencing is considered a semi-quantitative method and different amplification primers were used. Contrary to Dhc, Dhg is detected in all samples, and reads are particularly high in B23-2 (1.7 · 10^6 cells·L⁻¹, Table S5, SI). Among the bacterial genera among which some members are known to reduce chlorinated ethenes only partially, several are detected in particular in B23-3, B34-2, B34-4, 34-6 and B61-1 (Fig. 8 and Table S5, SI), which indicates that bacteria potentially able to dechlorinate chlorinated ethenes are present throughout the entire plume. Finally, highest quantities of partially and totally dechlorinating bacteria are found in B23-2, B23-3 and B34-2 (Fig. 10), which supports the higher likeliness that biotic reductive dechlorination is occurring in the first part of the plume. The highest proportions of bacteria involved in pyrite oxidation are found from the core to the front of the plume (B34-2, B34-3, B58-2 and B58-6, Fig. 9), which supports the predominant occurrence of abiotic chlorinated ethene reduction in this part of the plume.

Generally, the molecular biology data suggests that reductive dechlorination could potentially occur in any sampling location, with a higher likelihood in B16-1, F4-3 (which are located immediately downgradient from the source), B23-2 and B34-4 (which are located 350 and 1050 m downgradient from the source). Moreover, it cannot be definitively determined whether complete degradation is possible because neither bvCA nor vcrA genes were detected.

Pyrotag sequencing data also highlight the possibility that cDCE and/or VC may have been oxidized, especially downgradient (from B58 to B61) where Polaromonas reads are the highest (Table S5, SI). However, this is more plausible in the upper rather than deeper parts of the aquifer, where oxic conditions are unlikely.

4. Summary of redox and chlorinated ethene degradation processes occurring in the aquifer from 2006 to 2014

Drawings that describe redox and chlorinated ethene degradation processes that likely occurred in the subsurface in 2006 and 2014 and the consequences of these processes on chlorinated ethene distribution in the plume are given in Fig. 11. These models result from the combination of lines of evidence brought by the different methods applied in this study (i.e. redox conditions, contaminant concentration, isotope analysis and molecular biology).

4.1. First 750 m

Based on the performed investigations, it was confirmed that PCE and TCE are very likely dechlorinated by biotic reductive dechlorination in the upper part of the plume, in the first 350 to 750 m downgradient from the source, either due to the former presence of hydrocarbons (2006) and natural influx of low background DOC or to the release of DOC during thermal remediation (2014). Redox conditions are generally more reduced in the source area in 2014 than in 2006 due to the DOC release. cDCE is the dominant chlorinated ethene immediately downgradient of the source in 2014 as a result of biotic reductive PCE and TCE dechlorination occurring in more reduced conditions. Biotic reductive dechlorination of cDCE also likely occurs but to a lesser extent, and both cDCE and VC may be biotically oxidized in the upper part of the aquifer shortly downgradient of the source where aerobic conditions are present.

4.2. 750 to 900 m downgradient

As the plume moves forward, it dips and enters a more reduced zone starting from ~15 m depth that is created by pyrite oxidation consuming the influx of O₂ and NO₃⁻ from the water recharge (both in 2006 and 2014). Biotic reductive dechlorination of PCE and TCE takes place as conditions here become manganese/iron reducing, which explains the disappearance of these compounds between ~700 and ~900 m downgradient from the source, where the plume crosses the pyrite oxidation zone. Reductive dechlorination of cDCE does not appear to have occurred to a significant extent in this part of the plume in 2006 nor in 2014, as supported by δ¹³C_cDE < δ¹³Csource and the presence of insufficiently reduced conditions.

4.3. From 1000 m to 1500 m

The fate of cDCE in 2006 after 1000 m was better evaluated based on studies performed since 2011 that allow a better dual C—Cl isotope slope interpretation. It could be concluded that cDCE was likely predominantly abiotically reduced by pyrite in 2006 between 1000 m and the plume front although biotic degradation may have occurred as well (presence of VC and detection of Dhc). In 2014, the DOC release that led to more reduced conditions seems to have impacted the subsurface to ~1500 m downgradient of the source area. Indeed, no Fe(II) and lower SO₄²⁻ concentrations are abruptly observed between ~1000 and ~1500 m in 2014, indicating that SO₄²⁻ reduction followed by iron sulphide precipitation such as mackinawite and/or Fe(II) sorption on minerals (and potential formation of green rust and other reduced iron species) likely occurred. Such a drop in Fe(II) and SO₄²⁻ concentrations could also be partially attributed to the absence of pyrite oxidation that resulted from O₂ and NO₃⁻ consumption in the upper part of the aquifer close to the source after the DOC release, and therefore limited Fe(II) and SO₄²⁻ influx. cDCE degradation is probably occurring in this part of the plume, as indicated by δ¹³C_cDE > δ¹³Csource 1050 m downgradient from the source. Based on C—Cl isotope data and on the assumption that currently available dual isotope slopes represent the range of slopes associated with the corresponding degradation process, it was also suggested that cDCE is predominantly abiotically reduced in 2014. This is also supported by the VC C isotopic composition which is generally almost depleted compared to that of cDCE. The low VC concentrations could additionally document the occurrence of abiotic degradation to which the possible presence of non-measurable surface-bound Fe(II) which is known to catalyze abiotic degradation of some compounds (Elsner et al., 2004; Han et al., 2012), could contribute. On the other hand, the
### Fig. 11. Overview summarising redox conditions and processes as well as processes affecting chlorinated ethenes (CE) in the subsurface in 2006 and in 2014.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Redox conditions/processes</th>
<th>Processes affecting CE</th>
<th>Evidence for processes affecting CE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Z1: HC: reduces redox conditions</td>
<td>Biotic degradation: PCE → TCE</td>
<td>Presence of TCE and cDCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z2: Aerobic to nitrate reducing conditions</td>
<td>- Transport</td>
<td>Presence of TCE and cDCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Little biotic degradation: PCE → TCE</td>
<td>δ¹⁸O_CCl₃ &gt; δ¹⁸O_CCl₂ and δ¹⁸O_CCl₂ &gt; δ¹⁸O_CCl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- δ¹⁸O_CCl₃ &gt; δ¹⁸O_CCl₂ &lt; δ¹⁸O_CCl</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z3: Oxygen and nitrate consumption due to pyrite oxidation leading to manganese-iron-reducing conditions</td>
<td>Biotic degradation: PCE → TCE → cDCE</td>
<td>Presence of TCE and cDCE: cDCE dominates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Fe²⁺ → Fe³⁺)</td>
<td>δ¹⁸O_CCl₃, δ¹⁸O_CCl₂ and δ¹⁸O_CCl₂ &gt; δ¹⁸O_CCl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Dhc presence and activity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 454 pyrrotag sequencing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z4: Iron-reducing to methanogenic</td>
<td>- Biotic degradation: cDCE → VC (→ Ethene)</td>
<td>Presence of VC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- δ¹⁸O_CCl₂ and δ¹⁸O_CCl₂ &gt; δ¹⁸O_CCl</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Little methane present</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Abiotic cDCE degradation by pyrite (and potentially other reduced iron species)</td>
<td>Little VC, no methane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Dual cDCE C-Cl slope</td>
<td>Homogeneous sulfate concentration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Fe²⁺</td>
<td>Fe³⁺</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(SO₄²⁻ → Cl⁻)</td>
<td>Fe³⁺</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z5: Iron reducing</td>
<td>- Not much cDCE degradation</td>
<td>- Not much VC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- cDCE influx of produced but little degraded cDCE from 1000 m from 2006</td>
<td>- Little methane present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- δ¹⁸O_CCl₃ &gt; δ¹⁸O_CCl₂</td>
<td>- 454 pyrrotag sequencing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Clay: PCE dominating
TCE mole fraction > 20%
cDCE dominating
Pyrite oxidation
HC: hydrocarbons

PCE and TCE concentrations are lower in 2014 than in 2006 due to the source remediation.
observed redox conditions are more favorable for biotic reductive cDCE and VC dechlorination than before remediation, explaining the occurrence of DhC and DhC activity around 1050 m downgradient in 2014.

4.4. From 1500 m to the plume front

Further downgradient where the source remediation did not impact the plume (>1500 m), cDCE does not seem to be degraded, as indicated by the presence of little VC as well as $\delta^{13}$C of cDCE $\approx \delta^{13}$C of source. Moreover, that the plume front extended ~200 m further in 2014 compared to 2006 (concentration contours, Fig. 5) together with the presence of cDCE in slightly higher concentrations in 2014 in the downgradient part of the plume compared to 2006 suggests that cDCE is still expanding, though slowly (almost steady state). This coincides with the observation of the small extent of cDCE degradation based on isotope data ranging from 7 to 19%. Such an observed difference in the cDCE concentration at the plume front between 2006 and 2014 might also be attributed to a slight lateral change in flow direction. An explanation to the lack of further degradation could be the absence of active degraders in 2014 as depicted in Fig. 7. Finally, it was concluded based on isotope and molecular biology data that the small amounts of VC produced in the downgradient part of the plume is scarcely degraded further.

5. Assessment of source thermal remediation effect on redox conditions and the fate of chlorinated ethenes

Due to the contaminant source removal, the overall chlorinated ethene concentrations in and downgradient of the source area dramatically decreased between 2006 and 2014. Although no plume detachment was observed, the source thermal remediation seems to have triggered a change in redox species concentrations, more particularly of iron. Indeed, an increase in DOC in the source zone, likely due to the release of organic matter during the treatment, could support microbial growth triggering in turn changes in redox conditions as a result of electron acceptors consumption such as O$_2$ and NO$_3^-$. A chain of redox reactions influenced by the additional presence of pyrite in the aquifer eventually affected the degradation of chlorinated ethenes, which led primarily to an increase of biotic PCE and TCE degradation to cDCE immediately downgradient of the source area and predominantly to an abiotic reduction of cDCE in the plume centre. Intricate situations similar to that of the current study, where iron plays a role in redox reactions and both bacterial and abiotic degradation of chlorinated contaminants occur, have been previously reported (Elsner et al., 2004; Shani et al., 2013; Broholm et al., 2014).

This underlines the need for studies that explore the dynamics of geochemical systems where iron is present. This study thus demonstrates the strength of complementary application of analytical and molecular biology tools to gain insight to processes occurring in the subsurface where a plume of chlorinated ethenes flows in a complex geochemical system.
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